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EMPEDOCLES, ON NATURE I 233–364: 
A NEW RECONSTRUCTION OF P. STRASB. GR. INV. 1665–6

1. The Papyrus and its Importance

In 1992 Alain Martin recognized that papyrus fragments from Panopolis in Upper Egypt, and now in Stras-
bourg, derive from Empedocles' Physics.1 This was a discovery of extraordinary signifi cance. The proof 
that a complete text of a Presocratic thinker were still in circulation late in the fi rst century A.D. came as 
a surprise to many; indeed, it was widely regarded as fi rst text of a Presocratic philosopher to have been 
found in a papyrus, with the exception of parts of the On Truth of Antiphon the sophist. In fact these are 
not the only texts of a fi fth-century philosopher that survive on a papyrus. I have argued elsewhere that 
the Derveni papyrus is also the work of a thinker active in Socrates' lifetime, his exact contemporary the 
poet and physikos Diagoras of Melos,2 whom the Athenians condemned to death in 415–414 B.C. That 
papyrus remains even more important than this one. However, the identifi cation of the Strasbourg frag-
ments of Empedocles might have been expected to be profoundly signifi cant for early Greek philosophy. 
The fi rst editors of the fragments, Alain Martin and Oliver Primavesi, produced with praiseworthy speed 
an edition of extraordinarily high quality.3 But the papyrus has raised more puzzles than it has solved, 
and thus far has often been considered something of a disappointment, because much of it overlaps with 
fragments of Empedocles' poem On Nature that were previously known, notably with the long passage 
quoted by Simplicius,4 which is the longest extant fragment of Book I, while the rest has seemed disjointed 
and very peculiar indeed.

In this paper I shall offer a new solution to these problems, one which reveals the full signifi cance of 
the papyrus, renders the philosophical poem of Empedocles slightly (but only slightly) less bizarre than 
it appeared, and makes his argument much more coherent than the papyrus made it seem. In the process 
we shall, I believe, be able to reconstruct a largely uninterrupted passage from Book I of his Physics some 
131 verses in length. We can also form a clear impression of how wonderful his great philosophical poetry 
would have sounded and why Lucretius in particular took him as his poetic model, as has recently been 
argued by David Sedley.5

The new edition did make one thing clear, however. For over a century there has been a major dis-
pute as to whether Empedocles composed one poem or two, the On Nature and the Purifi cations. It was 
thought that the On Nature dealt with his theories about the creation of the world and of living beings, and 

1 I should like to thank above all Apostolos Pierris for his kind invitation to take part in the Tertium Symposium Mycon-
ense in July 2003, thereby obliging me to explore a topic about which I expected to fi nd little new to say. An earlier version of 
part of the present study, together with a discussion of whether Empedocles wrote one poem or two, will appear in the proceed-
ings of the Symposium. I am also most grateful to Oliver Primavesi for his gracious consideration of the ideas in this paper, and 
to Alain Martin for joining Primavesi and myself to study at the papyrus together with the help of a binocular microscope on 
26–27 May 2004. I am also grateful to Alan Griffi ths and Simon Trépanier. It must not be assumed that any of these scholars 
necessarily agree with any of the proposals in this article. I thank also the participants in the Symposium, and to audiences 
at the University of Cincinnati, at the University of Michigan and at the fi rst Eric Turner Memorial Lecture at the Institute of 
Classical Studies in London, where versions of this material were presented. I thank M. Daniel Bornemann, Conservateur, 
for permission to reproduce images of the papyrus. I thank both him and Ruey-Lin Chang of the Bibliothèque Nationale et 
Universitaire de Strasbourg for their help and for the digital images of the papyrus, and the University of Michigan for funding 
my journey to Strasbourg. 

2 See The Derveni Papyrus: an Interim Text, Zeitschrift für Papyrologie und Epigraphik 141 (2002) 1–62; God, Science 
and Socrates, BICS 46 (2002–3) 1–18.

3 A. Martin and O. Primavesi, LʼEmpédocle de Strasbourg, Berlin and New York 1998 (henceforth ʻMartin and Pri-
mavesi'). 

4 Fr. 17 Diels = vv. 233–66 in this edition.
5 Lucretius and the Transformation of Greek Wisdom, Cambridge 1998, 10–34.
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the Purifi cations with the fate of the soul and his theory of metempsychosis. It seemed hard to explain 
how the same person, Empedocles, could at the same time advance the rationalizing doctrine that the 
world is made up of four elements, fi re, air, earth and water, and yet believe also that the soul is punished 
for eating meat by a cycle of reincarnation. Some scholars, notably Catherine Osborne,6 argued that the 
testimonia of Plutarch, Hippolytus, and Simplicius showed that these doctrines were profoundly interre-
lated. Other students of the Presocratics, however, refused to accept that Empedocles could have pursued 
philosophy and what we think of as magic at the same time. The papyrus proves beyond doubt that he did, 
that his doctrines on these questions must have been interrelated, and that the On Nature involved both 
aspects of his thought.7 Most of it discusses how life originates and perishes from the combination and 
dissolution of the four material elements, fi re, earth, air and water, by the twin forces of Love and Strife 
(attraction and repulsion, if we prefer to put these into scientifi c language). However, the same stretch 
of the papyrus also includes his famous lament that he ever ate meat, using his ʻclaws' to ʻwreak dread 
deeds for food'.8 Whether Empedocles wrote a separate work called Purifi cations (Katharmoi) is unclear. 
One may compare both Heraclitus and the Derveni papyrus, whose writings both exhibit a totally unex-
pected combination of physics with what we call religion. The difference is that Empedocles seems to 
have considered that the physical elements, and we ourselves, are daimones, whereas the Derveni author 
chooses to interpret the daimones as souls, which seems to him more credible than the traditional belief. 
This author was perfectly happy to discuss the nature of daimones and the physical nature of matter in 
one and the same treatise. But the new fragments did little, as their fi rst editors presented them, to clarify 
the coherence of that treatise.

2. The Basis of the Present Reconstruction

The Strasbourg papyrus contains over seventy complete or partial lines of Empedocles' poem. Its editors 
faced an extraordinarily diffi cult task in reconstructing it; they succeeded admirably in joining forty-seven 
of the original fi fty-two fragments into six larger pieces, leaving only fi ve small scraps.9 They called these 
eleven units ensembles and labelled them with letters of the alphabet from a to k. Five of these consist of 
only one piece of papyrus, but the rest are mosaics of two or more pieces. Five ensembles (a, b, c, d and f) 
are large; a, b, c and d each contain some verses of Empedocles that were already known from quotations. 
Ensemble a has parts of two columns, the second of which, with thirty lines, is complete. In the margin 
of its last line is written the stichometric sign G, i.e. stichos 300; the editors rightly deduced that this cor-
responds to v. 300 of Physika Book I, because the beginning of the fragment corresponds to fr. 17 D.–K., 
which, as Simplicius tells us, is from Book I of the Physika.10 Since there were 30 lines in this column, it 
was easy to deduce that the fi rst 300 lines of Book I occupied 10 columns, and that fr. a col. ii is column 
x. Fr. b comes from the bottom of a column, and frr. c, d and e from the tops of columns. Fr. f is from the 
middle of two columns, comprising line-ends of the fi rst and line-beginnings of the second, and frr. g–h 
are probably both from a right edge.

However, the editors did not succeed in relating these fi ve large ensembles to each other. They con-
cluded that they are not from the same part of the roll. 

The placing of fr. d was particularly diffi cult. In the editio princeps the editors argued that fr. d must 
follow fr. 62.11 This fragment introduces the narration of how fi re, by separating the elements, created the 

6 Empedocles Recycled, CQ 37 (1987) 24–50.
7 See further my forthcoming discussion in the proceedings of the Tertium Symposium Myconense, ed. by A. Pierris.
8 Fr. 139 Diels = vv. 335–6 in this edition.
9 Martin and Primavesi 3.
10 Martin and Primavesi 103, citing Simplicius, De Ar. Phys. p. 157,25–7 Diels: ı d¢ ÉEmpedokl∞! . . . oÏtv! §n t«i 

pr≈tvi t«n Fu!ik«n parad¤dv!i . . . [fr. 17 D. follows].
11 Martin and Primavesi 110–11, 284, 307–8: flogmÒ! at d 11 is supposed to pick up pËr at fr. 62,6.
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human race; it is known to come from Book II. The editors held that fr. 62 must precede fr. d because fr. 
62 refers to the start of the third zoogonic phase in O'Brien's version of Empedocles' cosmic cycle, and 
fr. d to the end of the fourth such phase. Hence fr. d must come from later in Book II. Thus they posit that 
fr. d is separated from fr. a by at least the closing sections of Book I and the opening of Book II. They also 
believe that a great amount of text is lost in between, on the ground that Simplicius and other sources of 
evidence reveal that the original order of the fragments was fr. 17 = fr. a, fr. 21, fr. 23, fr. 26, fr. 35 and 
lastly fr. 98 on the composition of fl esh and blood.12 They also suggest that fr. 21 should have fallen be-
tween verses 301 and 323 of Book I, i.e. in col. xi, which would of course prevent one from putting fr. d 
in that location. It also follows that frr. a and d come from either two rolls of very similar appearance or 
a single roll which contained more than one book of the poem. 

The editors' assignation of fr. d to Book II is unattractive for three reasons. First, the claim that fr. 
d must succeed fr. 62 is very weak, since it depends on a hotly contested version of the Empedoclean 
cycle.13 The creation of animals by the separative power of fi re could well have preceded that of humans; 
this is indeed the sequence in most traditional cosmogonies and indeed in the evolutionary theory of 
Charles Darwin. In any case the reconstruction offered in this paper was developed without taking any 
view on the Empedoclean cycle or cycles.

Second, it is far from certain that the roll contained two books. Papyrus-rolls containing more than 
one book of a text in verse are known in the case of Homer.14 However, such rolls seem to be the excep-
tion rather than the rule. The editors accept that the fragments are all from the same roll, and hypothesize 
that the roll contained both books.15 But even the hypothesis that the roll contained both books may seem 
to multiply entities unnecessarily and to be contrary to Occam's razor. 

Third, although the order of fragments revealed by Simplicius seems secure, the gap between fr. 17 
and fr. 21 was in fact substantial. After the Neoplatonist quotes fr. 17, he says ʻafter saying a number of 
other things (my italics) [the poet] introduces the nature of each of the aforementioned elements', where-
upon he cites fr. 21.16 Accordingly, a good deal of material separated fr. 17 and fr. 21, not to mention the 
rest of the fragments in Simplicius' series, and it is notable that there is no overlap between the papyrus 
and any of those fragments. The poet need not have defi ned the nature of the elements further before 
talking about death and dissolution or how the elements come together to compose living creatures. In-
deed, his discussion in frr. d and b is concerned precisely to show that these elements are constituents of 
animals; the fact that deer and tortoises have horns and shells proves, for example, that the element earth 
is present in their constitution.

Prior to completing their publication, as they have told me, the editors would have much preferred to 
be able to place fr. d soon after frr. a, b and c, presumably within Book I.17 In this case, fr. d would mark 
a return to the same cosmogonical narrative which began in the sequel to fr. 17 (fr. a). In reconstructing 
the papyrus, they did not succeed in making their original preference work, but I shall argue that it is cor-
rect. 

To suppose that some of the pieces are widely separated is a less economical theory than to posit that 
they all come from a single segment of papyrus. In reconstructing Herculaneum papyri, I have always 

12 Ibid. 108. Fr. 98 must have been close to fr. 96 on the composition of bones.
13 Cf. e.g. B. Inwood, The Poem of Empedocles, ed. 2, Toronto 2001, 20, who, however, thinks that fr. d could well be 

from very late in the poem, in a third or later book.
14 About twenty examples are known, mostly but not all Ptolemaic in date: see Martin and Primavesi 6 n. 11.
15 Martin and Primavesi 111.
16 Simpl. Phys. 159,3 Diels: ple¤ona d¢ êlla efip∆n §pãgei •kã!tou t«n efirhm°nvn tÚn xarakt∞ra, tÚ m¢n pËr 

“≤lion” kal«n etc. (fr. 21,3).
17 This preference, which I am told was also advocated by David Sedley, Myles Burnyeat and Malcolm Schofi eld when 

the editors presented their preliminary results at Cambridge, is shared by C. Osborne, Rummaging in the rubbish bins of Up-
per Egypt. A discussion of A. Martin and O. Primavesi, L'Empédocle de Strasbourg, Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy 18 
(2000) 329–56, at 335–6.
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obtained the best results by assuming the smallest possible number of lost columns, unless there is physi-
cal evidence to the contrary. Accordingly, I decided to test the hypothesis that all the pieces come from a 
single portion of the roll. To this end I followed my usual method of making a paper model of the papyrus 
at the correct scale, to which I attached photocopies of the pieces with tiny bits of plastic tape, so that they 
could easily be moved about. For a representation of the result see Fig. 1 (pp. •••23–5).

I reasoned that, if the other ensembles come from the same stretch of the papyrus as fr. a, they must 
derive from the columns after col. x, because the text prior to col. ix is known from Simplicius and does 
not correspond to any of the extant pieces. Indeed, much matter assigned to the opening of the book in 
the various editions must have preceded fr. 17, and this matter does not match any of the fragments. If 
we require, as the hypothesis of economy posits, that the top of another column follow immediately upon 
col. x, there are only three tops of columns and so only three combinations are possible. Two of them are 
demonstrably wrong. First, we might place the small fr. e after fr. a col. (ii). However, this is proved to be 
impossible by the physical evidence of red staining, to be discussed below, that proves that fr. e belongs 
immediately to the right of fr. d. A second option would be to place fr. d immediately after the last line of 
fr. a(ii), i.e. v. 300. This yields the following text:

  ˆcei går jÊnodÒn te diãptuj¤n te gen°ylh̀[! ||      300
  || ên]d¤x' ép' éllÆlv[n] p̀e!°`[ei]ǹ ka‹ p̀[Òt]mon §pi!pè›n`   d 1
  po]ll' éekazom°n[o]i!in é[na]gka[¤h! Ï]p̀Ú lugr∞!
  !h]po[m]°`noi!: ktl.

One might object that jÊnodÒn te diãptuj¤n te cannot govern a verb. However, this is not valid, since 
elsewhere Empedocles wrote tØn m¢n går pãntvn jÊnodo! t¤ktei t' Ùl°kei te, i.e. ̒ the union of all begets 
as well as kills the fi rst', where jÊnodo! governs both verbs.18 This aspect of the collocation is perfectly 
acceptable.19 However, there is a decisive objection, viz. that ırãv cannot govern an infi nitive but always 
takes the participle,20 whereas infi nitives are securely read in fr. d 1. Hence this join is impossible.

The third option is to place fr. c, which is also the top of a column, after the end of fr. a, v. 300. This 
produces the following text:

  ˆcei går jÊnodÒn te diãptuj¤n te gen°ylh̀[!      ||   300
  . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . ¶rga di]ã̀ktora mh[          c 1

Here too an infi nitive, mh[t¤!a!yai, would follow, but this time it has been supplied by the editors; it could 
easily be replaced by the participle mh[tiÒv!an, or rather mh[tiÒv!a!.21 For the construction compare v. 
356:

  ¶ny' ˆcei x`yÒna xrvtÚ! Íp°rtata naietãou!an. 

In this case fr. c = fr. 76 needs to be reinterpreted. The editors thought fr. 76 refers to the dissolution of 
ʻworld B' in O'Brien's version of Empedocles' cosmic cycle.22 However, J. Bollack23 suggested that fr. 

18 Fr. 17,4 = Physika 1 v. 236.
19 O. Primavesi observes (per litt.) that jÊnodo! and diãptuji! should not govern mhtiãomai because the latter verb 

implies intention, but I do not think that this is decisive; what matters is that these abstract nouns are treated as agents even in 
fr. 17,4.

20 Contrast e.g. fr. 76,3 Diels = v. 356, ¶ny' ˆcei x`yÒna xrvtÚ! Íp°rtata naietãou!an.
21 O. Primavesi points out to me that this is grammatically better (per litt.).
22 Martin and Primavesi 264–6.
23 Empédocle II. Les Origines. Edition et commentaire des fragments et des témoignages, Paris 1969, 102.
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76 referred to our own dissolution in this world, as we are born and die in the ordinary cycle of life. If the 
link between fr. a and fr. c is sustained, Bollack's view must be correct. Study of the fi bres in Strasbourg 
neither confi rmed nor disproved this hypothesis, since the fragments are too distant from one another for 
any continuity to be recognizable on either the ʻrecto' (layer with horizontal fi bres) or the ʻverso' (layer 
with vertical fi bres), which is blank.

The join between frr. a and c is in many ways the most important in the proposed reconstruction, since 
it is crucial to the hypothesis of economy. It is unfortunate that its verifi cation must depend on the internal 
evidence of the sense, as seen in my text and translation (pp. ••14–22 below), unless other evidence should 
come to light. The placing of fr. d in the column after fr. c is also unverifi able on the basis of the papyrus, 
because the distance between the fragments is too great. The lack of a papyrological confi rmation of these 
placings will, I surmise, provide the ancient philosophers with a topic for debate for years to come. 

The fi bres on fr. c itself slope diagonally down towards the right, rather than horizontally like those 
of all the other pieces. This suggests that a kollesis was nearby.24 The presence of a kollesis might explain 
why there are no fragments from the left part of col. xi,25 since the person who made the papyrus into a 
funereal crown would not have found pieces of double thickness suitable for folding; there are no kolle-
seis among the extant fragments.26 However, although this detail is compatible with the reconstruction it 
does not prove it.

Luckily the placing within the same two columns of four other large pieces, frr. b, d, e and f, can be 
confi rmed from papyrological evidence of various kinds, much of it newly observed and clearly visible 
in a composite colour plate of this column and the edge of the next (see Plate I). As I had hypothesized 
on the basis of the published photographs and my reconstruction of the text, all four come from the same 
segment of the roll.27 First, although the fi bres of fr. d turned out to be too far away from those of frr. b 
and f to verify or disprove the theory that all three pieces belong to the same column, the fi bres of frr. d 
and e match well when held up to the light; both come from the sole portion of the papyrus where much 
of the pith in the backing has perished and only the fi bres remain, and the papyrus is therefore translucent. 
Also, the back of fr. f is mottled from exposure to damp and so is the left side of fr. d, whereas the rest 
the ʻverso' lacks this discoloration.28 The placing of fr. f below fr. d is supported by a vertical crack or 
break in each fragment after the second letter in the verse; a similar crack to the right of the square hole 
in fr. d links fr. d with the vertical crack in the right-hand segment of fr. b which, in my reconstruction, 
lies directly below it. 

Above all, as was noted in the editio princeps, fr. d has at its upper right corner prominent dark red 
staining.29 This staining took place in antiquity; someone splashed a red liquid on the upper margin of fr. 
d, which is the only place where it went through to the back (unfortunately I have no images of the back). 
A diagonal fold crossing the ends of verses d 1–2, in the trough of which the ink has completely disap-
peared, may refl ect an effort to drain this liquid off into the upper margin (if so, this must have happened 
when the text was still valued as literature and before it was being turned into a crown). Drops of the same 
liquid fell on the lower parts, including a large splodge at the lower right corner of fr. d, and ran down-

24 For an explanation of how this works see M. Capasso, Volumen: aspetti della tipologia del rotolo librario antico, Na-
ples 2000, 59–60 with Tav. II.

25 I owe this point to O. Primavesi (per litt.).
26 Martin and Primavesi 9.
27 When we met in Strasbourg Professors Martin and Primavesi both seemed willing provisionally to accept this part of 

my reconstruction. However, it was decided not to have the papyrus remounted, since the left segments of frr. d and b had both 
been attached at an angle so as to be able to attach them at all, and the joints would have had to be disturbed in order to mount 
all the pieces at the correct horizontal orientation. The images of these pieces have been reset at the correct angles by digital 
editing in Plate I.

28 My notes of my own observations do not record the ʻdivers amas brunâtres' seen by Martin on the ʻverso' of frr. a and 
c (Martin and Primavesi 3).

29 Martin and Primavesi 3.
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wards towards the bottom. The sheet must have been tilted at an angle when this happened. The upper 
margin of fr. e is also stained, especially at the top edge, in the same way as fr. d. There are red droplets 
in the upper left corner of fr. b and on fr. f at the top right and lower down in its intercolumnium. On the 
other hand, there are no stains on fr. c and only the faintest traces30 on fr. a, which come from the left half 
of my reconstruction. 

Lastly, as Alain Martin observed during our recent inspection of the papyrus, the uppermost and low-
est three lines of every column are darkened by exposure to the sun; this phenomenon is visible on frr. a 
(at both top and bottom), b (bottom), c (top), d (top) and e (top), which all have parts of the top or bottom 
margins. This darkening must not be confused with the red stain; the difference is clear if one compares 
the left and right halves of fr. d. Since hardly any of the upper margin of fr. c is preserved, this discolora-
tion is a valuable confi rmation that fr. c comes from the top of a column, as the fi rst editors placed it. Fr. 
i is darkened in this way, whereas frr. f, g and h are not. This confi rms that fr. f is indeed from the middle 
of a column, where I had placed it on other grounds. It also shows that frr. g and h do not come from the 
top or bottom three verses of a column, whereas fr. i does.31

Martin and Primavesi reconstructed fr. d as follows. The upper part of the column contains the end 
of a disquisition on death and dissolution, culminating in Empedocles' famous lament for the punishment 
we will undergo for eating meat (vv. 335–6), already known to us from Porphyry (fr. 139 Diels). In my 
reconstruction this disquisition follows well after fr. c, which is itself about death and dissolution. The 
sequel to this, v. 337, was unknown to us before the papyrus appeared. The editors supplemented it thus: 

  nËn d]¢ mãth[n §n] t«ide nÒt̀[vi kat°d]èu!a pareiã!.
  Now in vain I wet my cheeks in this storm.

Although nÒtow can mean ʻstorm', in this context it seems poetically inept to bring in the metaphor of a 
storm when the speaker has just compared himself to a predatory animal or bird. Instead it means ʻmois-
ture', as in Aeschylus' Ag. 1391, where rain is called DiÚ! nÒto!, ʻthe moisture of Zeus'.32 As ʻtears' are 
the liquid that normally falls onto cheeks, this must be the sense in a context where the speaker bitterly 
regrets his dreadful deeds. Taking into account that the fi rst hand alters tvide to tvige (and in this papyrus, 
in my view, all corrections by the fi rst hand are right),33 and the fact that the editors' supplement is too 
short, we should read instead:

  nËn d]¢ mãth[n toÊ]tvi ge nÒt̀[vi kat°d]èu!a pareiã!.
  Now to no end my cheeks I wet with tears.

30 Professor Martin saw a small drop on fr. a col. ii, lines 10–11.
31 Fr. i bears the letters ]ema[. The piece is too tiny to tell whether there was a margin above or below it. The sole place 

where these letters occur in the known fragments of Empedocles is in memãyhke in fr. 26,8 Diels; since fr. 26 is 12 verses in 
length, it could only be fi tted into the reconstruction at the bottom of col. xiii, with v. 8 falling within vv. 388–90. But this 
combination of letters is common, and fr. i may well derive from a completely unknown verse. In that case, on my hypothesis 
of economy, as it cannot fi t anywhere in cols. ix, x, or xii, nor in the fi rst three verses of col. xi, it is likely to belong in the last 
three lines of col. xi, viz. vv. 328–30. This is where I have placed it in Fig. 1, purely for ostensive purposes. The same hypoth-
esis also suggests that frr. g and h are most likely to derive from the right edge of the middle of col. xi, where I have put them 
in Fig. 1, again for ostensive purposes.

32 Compare the meaning of its cognates not°v, not¤zv, nÒtio! and noterÒ!.
33 Thus I accept, with the editors, the corrections by the fi rst hand at 267 (the true reading ßna is corrected from ene), 269 

(the deletion of the second ! in ˜!(!)a is metrically essential), 271 (yhrÅeÄ! is corrected from yhroi), and 287 (m`e`Å!Äãtou! is 
corrected from m`e`tatou!). At 304 the papyrus' reading ]l̀o`_u´nto! represents, I believe, an unmetrical variant yaloËnto! that 
derived from the metrically valid reading yal°onto! attested in Simplicius; I suggest that the scribe of the fi rst hand corrected 
this to yãl]l̀o`nto! (the editors read yh]l`o`Ënto!). Although yal°onto! and also yal°yonto! are both possible here, I have 
given preference to the papyrus.
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toÊ]tvi implies that the addressee can see these tears for himself – a vivid and rhetorically powerful ef-
fect. 

The next two lines (338–9) promise that, as a punishment, we shall reach the depths of the vortex and 
suffer in so doing. This is evidently the punishment of humankind for our misdeeds towards other crea-
tures. Whether this punishment is exacted in the course of cosmic cycles or simply by virtue of our own 
death and dissolution in this life is not made clear in these lines. One might wish that the poet had indeed 
made it clear, but he did not; however, this eminently reasonable wish seems to have led the editors astray 
in reconstructing the verses that follow. Verses 340–1 read:

   ≤]me›! d¢ lÒgvn §pib[Æ!om]ey' aÔyi!       340
  ke¤nvn.] 

The obvious sense is ʻbut we'll embark once more upon our tale'. As the editors believe, the fi rst hand 
wrote §pib[Æ!om]ey', which gives this sense. Instead, however, they accept the reading of the second hand, 
which turns -meya into -men as twice elsewhere in the papyrus, in my view wrongly on each occasion.34 
To accommodate this alteration the editors then have to insert !e into the text, reading <!'> §pib[Æ!om]eÅnÄ, 
even though, as they rightly hold, the fi rst hand's text §pib[Æ!om]ey' means the same thing. It is simpler to 
follow the original text, which is perfectly acceptable. A different interpretation of the verse was offered 
by David Sedley,35 who tentatively suggested that aÔyi! means ʻlater' in a prospective sense, and thus 
forms a promise to discuss the punishment of the soul later in the poem rather than, as the editors take it, 
an indication that the main narrative will at once begin ʻagain', i.e. resume. Sedley's view would imply 
that the discussion of the fate of the soul will occur in a later book or a different poem, which may well 
be true. However, this is not what this passage is saying; the parallels cited by the editors36 exclude this 
interpretation. In addition, we do need a signal that the topic of what follows in 341–4 is different, which 
on this view is missing.

Since vv. 340–1 announce a return to a previous lÒgo!, we expect there to be a return to the poet's 
main story, whatever that was, and we expect that story to differ from the punishment of the guilty meat-
eater. However, according to the editors, the poem continues by stating that, when fi re started the pain-
ful mixture of the elements, animals were born and that the remnants of this creation still dwell in the 
world (341–4). Then, still according to their interpretation, the argument seems to turn to discussing the 
punishment of the soul in Hades, noting that the souls that are being punished go to ʻthe furthest place' 
(e`fi`! tÒpon §!xãtiò[n b]∞i or b]∞n, 345), ʻwith screams and shrieking' (klag]g∞i ka‹ éut∞i, 346); they 
are sent, presumably for torture, to the ʻMeadow of Doom' (ÖAth! ín lei]m«na, 347).37 The poem also 

34 Compare the corrections at 267 and 303: in each case the scribe wrote the fi rst person plural !unerxÒmey' which the 
second hand altered to the participle !unerxÒmen' (at 303 the n is between points and the text quoted by Simplicius concurs 
with the alteration). A. Laks rightly defends the fi rst persons middle (Reading the Readings: on the First Person Plurals in 
the Strasburg Empedocles, in V. Caston and D. W. Graham, edd., Presocratic Philosophy: Essays in Honour of Alexander 
Mourelatos, Aldershot 2002, 127–38). The second hand introduces another mistaken n in the supralinear ·b]∞n· at 345, which 
the placement of fr. f now reveals to be wrong, since ıppÒt̀[e at the start of the verse is better followed by the subjunctive b]∞i 
offered on the line by the fi rst hand. The sole correction by the second hand which must be right is that at v. 335, where Por-
phyry's reading o‡moi ˜t(i) is introduced by the second hand's text ]m`oiÅ·oti·Ä, whereas the original scribe made the obvious 
blunder ]m̀oi!t. As Simon Trépanier pointed out to me (per litt.), the corrections by the second hand in my col. xii (335, 340, 
345, 348, 349) are placed between points, whereas those at 267 and 303 in cols. ix and xi are not. If the points prove that this 
reader collated another copy of the text (so K. McNamee, Sigla and Select Marginalia in Greek Literary Papyri, Brussels 1992, 
19 n. 56), their presence suggests that he only began to do so from v. 335 onwards. In any case it does not follow that that other 
copy was better, only that it was different; as always, one must judge variants on their merits.

35 In Osborne, art. cit. (n. 17 above), 336 n. 9.
36 Martin and Primavesi 308, citing Parm. 28 B 5, 1–2 D.–K. for aÔyi! in a similar context and, for a return to the narra-

tive, Emped. fr. 35,1–3.
37 The supplement is inspired by fr. 121,4 Diels.
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mentions something being one's fate or lot (laxÒnta, 347) and the ̒ earth' (xy≈n, 348). Then the fragment 
breaks off. 

It seemed wonderfully exciting to have this novel image of Hell in a fi fth-century Greek poet. But it 
makes no sense to return to the punishment of the guilty soul after this topic has been emphatically broken 
off and we have had a few lines about the creation of animals. My new reconstruction shows that the real-
ity is more prosaic but ultimately more satisfying in poetic terms. Once fr. f is inserted at the left edge of 
these lines, it becomes clear that the main logos is indeed an account of the creation of the animals from 
the combination of various elements, and not the punishment of guilty souls. Creation begins when fi re 
initiates the painful mixture of the four elements, leading to the birth of animals that reproduce (341–4).38 
The lines that follow describe the creation of the animals according to which element predominates in 
their mixture. The fi rst-century doxographer Aëtius39 tells us that this was indeed Empedocles' teaching:

t«n d¢ z≈ivn pãntvn tå g°nh diakriy∞nai diå tå! poiå! krã!ei!, tå m¢n ofikeiot°ran efi! tÚ Ïdvr 
tØn ırmØn ¶xein, tå d¢ efi! é°ra énapt∞nai, ˜!' ín pur«de! ¶xhi tÚ pl°on, tå d¢ barÊtera efi! tØn 
g∞n, tå d¢ fi!Òmoira t∞i krã!ei ~pç!i to›! y≈raji pefvnhk°nai~.
The species of all the animals were distinguished by means of different mixtures (of elements): some 
have a motion more like that of water, but others that have the larger proportion of fi re in them fl y up 
into the air, the heavier ones (go) towards the earth, and those that have equal parts in their mixture 
(rest of sentence corrupt).40

The fi rst creatures mentioned are in fact not souls but birds, which are born when the lightest element, fi re 
or aither, predominates in their make-up. The ʻscreaming and shrieking' is not the screeching of the bat-
like souls imagined by Homer being punished in Hades, but rather the noise made by these birds, which is 
described as ̒ immense' (ye!p°!io!, 347). Six different words for loud sounds, viz. élalhtÒ!, boÆ, §nopÆ, 
±xÆ, fiaxÆ and ̃ mado!, are described by the adjective ye!p°!io! in early Greek epic poetry;41 in addition, it 
is common in run-over position, as it is used here.42 This linkage secures the placing of fr. f at the beginning 
of these lines. So does the fact that the subjunctive b∞i follows a word for ʻwhen', namely ıppÒt̀[e; the 
variant in the verb b]∞i or b]∞n at the end of the line confi rms that a temporal clause is involved.43 In 345 
the restoration of the preposition efiw means that the verse has no main caesura; however, this is permitted 
only where the caesura is bridged by a heavy word like kratain≈tvn in v. 357.44 Instead, an aorist parti-
ciple is unavoidable; it is hard to avoid supplying mig]è¤`! or m(e)ixy]è¤`!. This greatly restricts the number 
of possible restorations in the fi rst half of the line; there are even fewer choices at the start of v. 346.

Next the ʻMeadow of Doom' (349) disappears from this context. From afiyÆr we go to xy≈n, as in 
the verse aÎjei d¢ xy∆n m¢n !feterÚn g°no!, afiy°ra d' afiyÆr.45 The ʻMeadow' is not a leim≈n at all, 

38 Regarding my supplements in this passage, that in 340 replicates Empedocles' usual mode of reference to the four ele-
ments collectively, which he does simply by using neuter plurals of demonstratives.

39 5.19.5 = fr. A 31 D.–K.
40 The corrupted words pç!i to›! y≈raji pefvnhk°nai might conceivably conceal a reference to the creatures with dif-

ferent elements mixed in them that appear just after this passage in vv. 354–9; it is notable that the editors restored y≈rhj in 
v. 357.

41 ye!pe!¤hi fiax∞i, Od. XI 43; boØ . . . | ye!pe!¤h, Od. XXIV 48–9; ±x∞i ye!pe!¤hi, Il. VIII 159 = XV 590, XII 252, XIII 
834, XV 355, XVI 769, XXIII 213, Od. III 150, XI 633; ye!pe!¤vi ımãdvi, Il. XIII 797, XVI 295; ye!pe!¤vi élalht«i, Il. 
XVIII 149; élalht«i | ye!pe!¤vi, [Hes.] Aspis 382–3; ye!pe!¤h §nopØ ê!peto!, Hy. Ap. 360. 

42 ye!p°!io! is used in run-over position at Il. II 600, XV 669, XX 342; Od. VII 42, IX 211, XXIV 49; [Hes.] Aspis 
382–3.

43 In Homer, as here, the subjunctive after ıp(p)Òte indicates ʻl'idée de répétition et d'éventualité' (P. Chantraine, Gram-
maire homérique, Paris 1958–63, II. 256).

44 Martin and Primavesi 258.
45 Fr. 37 Diels. Cf. fr. 54, afiyÆr . . . makr∞i!i katå xyÒna dÊeto =¤zai!.
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but a lair (keuym≈n), the dwelling of animals that live under the earth and eat plants because the element 
of earth predominates in their constitution.46 In 350 the word ending in ]uto needs to be a verb with p°ri 
after it in anastrophe; the obvious supplement is e‡l]uto p°ri from a compound perieilÊv that is other-
wise unattested, even though the verb perie¤lv, perieil°v or peri¤llv (there was some confusion over 
the forms, at least in our manuscripts), meaning ʻwrap round, wrap up, swathe', is common enough in 
Attic Greek.47 Like much else in the papyrus, this Homeric verb was evidently obscure to the writer of 
the second hand, who offers the supralinear correction ]te.48

This may seem to leave the ʻfurthest place' or ʻedge' (tÒpon §!xãtiò[n, 345) obscure. To understand 
it we must grasp that this is not a place in the universe, but the outer edge of the creature itself, in this case 
the feathers on the bird, which could well be thought to embody the lightness of fi re which blazes up into 
the sky. This is confi rmed by the subsequent claim that ʻearth is wrapped around' animals that dwell in 
earth (347–8). Fig. 2 shows the spacing of the proposed restorations of the beginnings of lines 341–8.

Fr. f breaks off in a simile (vv. 349–52); its details are lost in the lacuna, but the poet probably com-
pared the actions of a smith, who is mixing metals together in some way, with a reference to the admixture 
of the elements that followed. The piece that I have placed at the bottom of the column, fr. b (already 
known to us in part from Plutarch as fr. 76 Diels), makes a perfect sequel to this sequence, for two reasons. 
First, it neatly complements the earlier claim that living creatures inhabit the air and the earth according to 
which element predominates in their mixture. In particular, the list of animals like molluscs where ʻearth 
dwells on top of fl esh' (354–9) shows that this continues the list of creatures whose nature is determined 
according to which element occupies their outer parts or ʻfurthest edge' (tÒpon §!xãtiò[n, 345). The ani-
mals listed inhabit both land and sea. To judge from surviving similes like frr. 23 and 84 Diels, vv. 349–52 
preceded the phenomenon that Empedocles wishes to describe. Hence vv. 349–52 are likely to have de-
scribed a smith laying one material upon another; one can imagine that this might have included gilding 
bronze, putting silver upon bronze, casting bronze upon iron, riveting horn or ivory handles onto knives 
or swords, or a combination of such actions.49 Another verse, which can only have been v. 353 (since the 
beginnings of 351–2 survive and do not begin with a word for ̒ so'), is needed to round the comparison off 
before examples are given in vv. 354–4 and 357–9. Another simile starts with fr. e at the top of the next 
column (v. 360, = col. xiii 1), but its content is unfortunately lost along with the narrative that followed it. 
The simile is likely to have offered another example of mixture like fr. 34 Diels, in which fl our is blended 
with water, or fr. A 78, in which wine is mixed with honey. Other fragments concerning the mixture of 
elements that might belong in the columns that follow are frr. 73, 75, 85, 96, and 98 Diels. The closest 
might well be fr. 75, which seems to describe creatures composed in a way opposite to those with horny 
exteriors described in fr. 76, with water on the outside rather than fi re or earth:

46 The neuter plural tã is inevitable because of laxÒnta. The plural xÒr̀[tou! is necessary because of the spacing; the 
only other possible supplement is xoi`[r-, but Empedocles will not have made pigs a whole category in parallel with birds. 
Neither §gg¤gnomai nor §mfÊv is attested in Empedocles, whereas §kg¤gnomai is.

47 LSJ9 s.v. I, citing Xenophon, Lucian, Galen and Athenaeus. Aristophanes uses the aorist middle participle in the phrase 
=ak¤oi! perieilam°no! (so Photius and the Suda: -eil(l)Òmeno! codd.) at Frogs 1066. The form e‡luto of the simplex verb 
appears in a·mati ka‹ kon¤hi!in | §k kefal∞! e‡luto diamper¢! §! pÒda! êkrou! at Il. XVI 639–40 and in deinÚn §reugÒme-
non, e‡luto d¢ pãny' èlÚ! êxnhi, Od. V 403. Cf. nef°lhi efilum°no! mou!, Il. V 186; camãyvi efilum°na poll∞i, Od. XIV 
136; !ãke!in efilum°noi  mou!, Od. XIV 479. The residual effect of initial digamma is present in all but one of these cases; my 
tentative supplement posits this effect here also. 

48 This correction is supplemented as a]ÔÅ·te·Ä by the editors, who believed that the fi rst hand wrote a]ÈtÚ. If the original 
text was e‡l]uto, this rare word could easily have been miscopied as EIAUTO, which would explain why the correction was 
offered; compare the mistranscription of oimoiot as oimoi!t in v. 335.

49 Even though the letters xalk- must have appeared in it, the surrounding context seems to exclude the simile which is 
paraphrased by Galen, In Hippocratis de Naturae hominis 1. 3, p. 19,7 ss. (fr. A 34 Diels): ÉEmpedokl∞! §j émetablÆtvn t«n 
te!!ãrvn !toixe¤vn ≤ge›to g¤ne!yai tØn t«n !uny°tvn !vmãtvn fÊ!in, oÏtv! énamemigm°nvn éllÆloi! t«n pr≈tvn, …!e¤ 
ti! lei≈!a! ékrib«! ka‹ xno≈dh poiÆ!a! fiÚn ka‹ xalk¤thn ka‹ kadme¤an ka‹ m¤!u me¤jeien, …! mhd¢n §j aÈt«n dÊna!yai 
metaxeir¤!a!yai xvr‹! •t°rou.
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  t«n d' ˜!' ¶!v m¢n puknã, tå d' ¶ktoyi manå p°phge
  KÊprido! §n palãmhi!i plãdh! toi∞!de tuxÒnta.
  In them the inner parts are dense, the outer porous
  by Cypris' plans, since they partake of water.

But we will need more new evidence to prove or disprove such collocations.

3. A Summary of Empedocles' Argument

I conclude by summarising Empedocles' line of argument in vv. 233–364 as it emerges from this recon-
struction. 

MAIN THESIS (1): there is a cycle where one comes from many, and many from one, because of Love 
and Strife (233–44).

EXHORTATION: listen to me, as learning improves the mind (245).
REPRISE: there is a cycle involving the four elements, Love and Strife (246–51).
EXHORTATION: use your imagination and do not sit dumbstruck (252).
PROOF: Love exists, and is called ʻJoy' and ʻAphrodite' by mortals (253–6).
EXHORTATION: pay attention to my truthful words (256).
MAIN THESIS (2): the elements predominate by turns over time (257–60).
They do not come to be or perish (261–4).
They constantly change but are constantly alike (265–6).
MAIN THESIS (3): We come together in Love, but separate in Strife (267–8).
This includes everything: plants, human beings, beasts, fi sh and gods (269–72).
Everything constantly changes over the eons (273–7).50

– Example: everything constantly changes, sun, moon and stars, in a cycle (278–82).51

But when Strife reaches the middle of the vortex and Love arises there, then everything comes together 
there as one (288–90).

EXHORTATION: Try to understand from what you can see (291–2).
PROMISE (1): I shall show how Love makes things grow, come together and develop, and how things 

still remain from this creation (293–5).
– Examples: beasts, humans, and plants. (296–8)
EXHORTATION: From them try to understand. (299)
PROMISE (2): You will see that things that come together and develop contrive divisive deeds because 

of Strife (300–1).52

– First example: human beings. In youth our limbs come together in Love as one, but at life's end they 
wander, sundered by evil Strife (302–5).

– Second example: plants, fi sh, beasts and birds (306–7). <These come together at one time and dissolve 
at another.>

<DIGRESSION: the nature of death and dissolution>

50 Empedocles emphasises the ubiquity and long duration of the motions of the heavenly bodies.
51 As long as the continual motion of the heavenly bodies is going on, we do not come together in the middle places to 

be one. Hence I have restored the negative in 287. I also wished to introduce a present tense in 286 by reading kêllo]u! t' 
êll[ote ‡]à!`[i` t`Òpou!, but when viewed through the microscope the traces turned out not to support this and render the edi-
tors' supplement kêllo]u! t' êll' [·ka]ǹe` very likely to be right.

52 The sense of diãktora in 301 is unparalleled, but its restoration and interpretation seem secure. This is where the 
crucial join between frr. a and c occurs.
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<When this happens, our limbs> fall apart and we rot; although we now have Love, death will snatch us 
(331–4).53

Would that I had died before I contrived evil deeds with my claws for food! As it is, I vainly wet my cheeks 
with tears; for we humans shall reach the depths and suffer horribly (335–7).

END OF DIGRESSION: we shall embark again on our story (338–9).
FULFILMENT OF PROMISE (1): when fi re forced the elements to mix, animals were born in every way, 

some of which are still seen (339–44).
When aither formed the edge of a creature, shrieking birds were born, but beasts that occupy lairs and eat 

grass were born when earth enveloped them (345–8).
SIMILE: just as a smith <lays one element around another, so animals may be composed in different 

ways>. (349–53)54

Some have earth above the other elements:55

– Examples: sea-snails, bivalves, tortoises, horned stags, etc. (354–60)
SIMILE: <illustration of the elements being mixed in some way>. (361–4)56

The above outline, together with my appended text and translation of lines 233–364, should speak for 
themselves.57 In most passages I have developed, rather than changed in any real way, the fi ne insights of 
the fi rst editors. I do not take a particular line on the details of Empedocles' philosophical system, because 
I did not have one when I started on this reconstruction, but my results seem likely to have implications 
for the different interpretations of his system that have been advanced. They offer, I think, a more plau-
sible and coherent account of the papyrus than has been proposed. My English translation is written in 
verse, because I feel that verse better captures the poetic qualities, not to mention the occasional lack of 
philosophical clarity, of the original poem; restorations of the sense where the Greek is not reconstructed 
are given in italics.

This fi rst translation of a passage of Book I of the Physics 131 lines in length at last gives us a clear 
impression of Empedocles' excellence as a poet, and reveals the full extent of Lucretius' debt to his 
Presocratic predecessor. His rolling cadences explain why that poet adopted him as his poetic model. 
From these 131 lines of fairly continuous text we can see that his style of argumentation and his addresses 
to the reader are very like those of Lucretius indeed. Nothing had seemed too weird for Empedocles, the 
volcano-leaping guru with his terrifying vision of the screaming denizens of the Meadow of Doom. We 
must now abandon that particular vision, but few will grieve at doing so. Perhaps we shall even have to 
start taking Empedocles as seriously in his own context as we do the Buddha, since he was indeed his 
nearest Greek equivalent, except that he was a magician, a poet and a scientist too. But that is a topic for 
another time and place.

Appendix: the Placing of Frr. g and h

In my fi rst attempt at a reconstruction it seemed obvious that fr. g ought to form the line-ends of vv. 
293–5 (fr. a col. ii,23–5). The sense looked good, and the editors had already restored the end of v. 294 
as diãptuj¤n t̀[e g`en°ylh!, which matches the letters visible in fr. g 2. It was simple enough in v. 293 to 
take ·na as ʻhow', to supply !≈m`[at]' é̀me¤b̀[ei at the end of the verse, comparing the elision in !≈mat(i) 
with that of ˜ti in 335, and to supply mentally from 289 the missing subject of é`me¤b̀[ei as Love. The 

53 This is the start of fr. d.
54 For this simile and the next cf. the famous simile of the potter (fr. 23 Diels).
55 This is fr. b = fr. B 76 D.–K.
56 This is fr. e.
57 In constituting the apparatus of the present text I have relied on published reports of the manuscripts containing those 

fragments of the poem that were previously known.
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verb can take a direct object and a dative of instrument.58 In v. 295 the reading ê]moìr`[a seemed obvious, 
since the fi nal letter was read as r` or b` by the editors, who read é]moìb`[. My restoration and translation of 
this passage thus ran as follows:

  de¤]j̀v !oi ka‹ én' ˆ!!' ·na me¤zoni !≈m̀[at]' é̀me¤b̀[ei
  p]r«ton m¢n jÊnodÒn te diãptuj¤n t̀[e] g`en°y[lh!,
  ˜`!`[!]a te nËn ¶ti loipå p°lei toÊtoiÒ t‘ [ê]moìr`[a.     295
  I'll put before your eyes how She augments
  with larger form life's union and increase,
  and all that still remain and have no part in this.      295

It turned out, of course, that the fi rst editors had already considered and rejected this combination. As 
they pointed out to me,59 Empedocles nowhere in his extant fragments elides the consonant-stem dative 
singular in -i, and toÊtoio has no referent unless a noun follows it (they restored t[Òkoio). But above all 
it turned out that the fi bres do not match (see Fig. 3), and that the reading of the last line is doubtful. For 
the reading ê]moìr`[a to be correct, the top of the loop of rho has to be missing. However, the surface of 
the papyrus is intact at that point, and the scribe never fails to close the top of the loop except when he 
ligatures rho with a preceding epsilon.60 Iota is never ligatured with the letter that follows it. The editors 
now prefer to read ]mon`p`[, where nu is inferred because the fi rst upright seems clearly to be crossed by a 
diagonal and the second upright is angled slightly to the left, as commonly happens in that letter (although 
one must note that the space between the two uprights is rather narrow compared that usually seen in a 
nu). The fi nal trace is a hook connected to the start of a horizontal such as occurs in pi, tau, xi or zeta. 
There is no guarantee that the fr. belongs towards the end of the hexameters, although I still suspect that it 
does (crowding of the letters at the end of the line might explain the narrowness of nu). As was remarked 
in Section 2 above, according to my hypothesis of economy fr. g, like fr. h, should belong somewhere at 
the right edge of col. xi, except that it cannot go in the bottom three lines of the column because it is not 
darkened by the sun as those verses would have been. There is room for fr. g either above or below the 
line-ends of fr. f col. i. In fact, as appears from Fig. 4, the fi bres of fr. g seem to match well those of fr. h.61 
If so, the combined fragment reads as follows:

              ] é`me¤b̀ei      1
              ] g`en°y[l]hn     2

In v. 1, the editors read b` or r` at the right edge of fr. g and b`, r` or e` at the left edge of fr. h, which allows 
a perfect match if we supply é`me¤b`ei.

58 Cf. LSJ9 s.v. I. A. 4, citing Aesch. Pers. 317, éme¤bvn xr«ta porfurçi baf∞i. 
59 Per litt.
60 This is illustrated in Martin and Primavesi, 13.
61 Unfortunately I thought of this match only after my visit to Strasbourg. 
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Fig. 4. P. Strasb. gr. Inv. 1665–6 (Empedocles) frr. g and h juxtaposed to show fi bres. 
Photo et Coll. de la Bibliothèque Nationale et Universitaire de Strasbourg.

Fig. 2. Drawing of the proposed restorations of the beginnings of vv. 341–8, to show spacing.

Fig. 3. The line-ends of P. Strasb. gr. Inv. 1665–6 (Empedocles) fr. a col. ii 23–5 (vv. 293–5) juxtaposed with fr. g to show 
fi bres. Photo et Coll. de la Bibliothèque Nationale et Universitaire de Strasbourg. 
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Empedocles Physica Book I  line pap. col. & line
           Diels fr. no.
     d¤pl' §r°v: tot¢ m¢n går ©n hÈjÆyh mÒnon e‰nai  233 viii 23 | B 17.1
§k pleÒnvn, tot¢ d' aÔ di°fu pl°on' §j •nÚ! e‰nai.
doiØ d¢ ynht«n g°ne!i!, doiØ d' épÒleici!:    235 viii 25
tØn m¢n går pãntvn jÊnodo! t¤ktei t' Ùl°kei te,
≤ d¢ pãlin diafuom°nvn yrefye›!a di°pth.     B 17.5
ka‹ taËt' éllã!!onta diamper¢! oÈdamå lÆgei,
êllote m¢n FilÒthti !unerxÒmen' efi! ©n ëpanta,
êllote d' aÔ d¤x' ßka!ta foreÊmena Ne¤keo! ¶xyei. ||  240  viii 30 B 17.8
∏i d¢ pãlin diafÊnto! •nÚ! pl°on' §ktel°you!in,     ix 1 B 17.10
t∞i m¢n g¤gnonta¤ te ka‹ oÎ !fi!in ¶mpedo! afi≈n:
∏i d¢ diallã!!onta diamper¢! oÈdamå lÆgei,
taÊthi d' afi¢n ¶a!in ék¤nhton katå kÊklon. 
     éll' êge mÊyvn klËyi: mãyh gãr toi fr°na! aÎjei:  245 ix 5
…! går ka‹ pr‹n ¶eipa pifaÊ!kvn pe¤rata mÊyvn,     B 17.15
d¤pl' §r°v: tot¢ m¢n går ©n hÈjÆyh mÒnon e‰nai
§k pleÒnvn, tot¢ d' aÔ di°fu pl°on' §j •nÚ! e‰nai,
pËr ka‹ Ïdvr ka‹ ga›a ka‹ ±°ro! êpleton Ïco!,
Ne›kÒ! t' oÈlÒmenon d¤xa t«n, étãlanton èpãnthi,  250 ix 10
ka‹ FilÒth! §n to›!in, ‡!h m∞ko! te plãto! te:     B 17.20
tØn !Á nÒvi d°rkeu, mhd' ˆmma!in ∏!o teyhp≈!:
¥ti! ka‹ ynhto›!i nom¤zetai ¶mfuto! êryroi!,
t∞i te f¤la fron°ou!i ka‹ êrymia ¶rga teloË!in,
“Ghyo!Ênhn” kal°onte! §p≈numon ±d' “ÉAfrod¤thn”.  255 ix 15
tØn oÎ ti! metå to›!in •li!!om°nhn dedãhken     B 17.25
ynhtÚ! énÆr: !Á d' êkoue lÒgou !tÒlon oÈk épathlÒn.
     taËta går ‰!ã te pãnta ka‹ ¥lika g°nnan ¶a!in,
tim∞! d' êllh! êllo m°dei, pãra d' ∑yo! •kã!tvi,

P = P. Strasb. gr. Inv. 1665–6, saec. i exeuntis; Ppc1, Ppc2 = correctiones prima et altera manu factae    edd. = Martin et 
Primavesi, qui nisi aliter indicatur omnia suppleverunt    Trépanier = S. Trépanier, Mnem. 56 (2003), 402–3    * = haec editio

233–66 = fr. 17 Diels = S (Simpl. Phys. 158–9 Diels [siglum S cum codd. DEF et ed. Aldina superscriptis], §n t«i 
pr≈tvi t«n Fu!ik«n)    233  ©n hÈjÆyh Simpl. Phys. 161: §nhujÆyh SF: §nhujÆnyh SE    234  pl°on' SAld: pl°ona Simpl. 
Phys. 161D: pl°on SEF, Simpl. Phys. 161EF: pl°on d' SD     236  jÊnodo! edd.: !Ênodo! S     237  yrefye›!a Panzerbieter: 
yrufye›!a SDF: drufye›!a SE    di°pth Scaliger: dreptÆ S     238  éllã!!onta S: éllãttonta D.L. VIII 76: émeibÒmena Tz. 
schol. Hom. Il. 1. 137, p. 58    oÈdamå S: oÈdamoË D.L., Tz.

240  aÔ d¤x' S: aÔte Stob. Ecl. II 6: aÔti! [Plut.] De Hom. 99    ßka!ta Simpl. Phys. 1318, Cael. 293, 530, [Plut.], Stob.: 
ëpanta S, Simpl. Phys.  25, Cael. 141    foreÊmena SE, Simpl. Phys. 25, 1318, Cael. 141D, 530, D.L.:  foroÊ- SF, Simpl. 
Cael. 293: frouroÊ- Simpl. Cael. 141E    post 240 v. 8 fragmenti 26 (Diels) ins. Karsten, haud recte, quod hic versus hoc loco 
ap. Simpl. ubicunque deest    241  ∏i d¢ Simpl. Cael.  293: ∏ d¢  vel ∏de vel ≤ d¢ S, Simpl. Cael. 141: ±d¢ ci. Karsten    242  
g¤(g)nonta¤ SD, Simpl. Cael. 141, 294: g¤(g)neta¤ SEF    244  ék¤nhton Beck: ék¤nhtoi S: ékinhte‹ Panzerbieter     245  
mãyh gãr toi Bergk: m°yh gãr toi S: mãyh!i! går Stob.: ≤ mãyh!i! går tå! Clem. Alex. Strom. VI 17     247  ©n hÈjÆyh SDE:  
§nhujÆnyh SF   248  pl°on' SAld: pl°on SEF: pl°on d' SD    249  ka‹ post ga›a S, Sext. Adv. math. IX 10, Athenag. 22, Plut. 
Mor. 63D: µ d' Clem., unde ±d' Sturz    ±°ro! S, Simpl. Phys. 26, Sext., Athenag.: afiy°ro! Plut., Clem.    êpleton S, Simpl. 
Phys. 26, Clem.: ≥pion Sext., Plut., Athenag.

250  èpãnthi Sext. IX 10, X 317, Hipp. Ref. X 5.7: ßka!ton S, Simpl. Phys. 26    251  FilÒth! S, Sext. IX 10, Plut. Mor. 
756D, Simpl. Phys. 26: Fil¤h Sext. X 317, Athenag., Hipp.    §n S, Plut., Simpl. Phys. 26: metå Sext. utroque loco, Athenag., 
Hipp.    ‡!h S, Plut., Athenag., Hipp., Simpl. Phys. 26: ‡!on Sext. utroque loco    252  tØn !Á SDE: tØn !Án SF: ∂n !Án Clem., 
Plut.: éllå Simpl. Phys. 188    nÒƒ Plut., Clem., SDE, Simpl. Phys. 188E:  n“ SF, Simpl. Phys. 188DF    d°rkeu Clem.: -kou 
S, Plut., Simpl. Phys. 188    256  metå to›!in Brandis: met' ˆ!oi!in SF: met' ˆ!!oi!in SDE    257  lÒgou SDE: lÒgvn SF        
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A double tale I'll tell. At one time one thing grew to be just one    233
from many, at another many grew from one to be apart.
Double the birth of mortal things, and double their demise.      235
Union of all begets as well as kills the fi rst;
the second nurtures them but shatters as they grow apart.
And never do they cease from change continual,
at one time all uniting into one from Love,
while at another each is torn apart by hate-fi lled Strife.       240
In the way that many arise as the one again dissolves,
in that respect they come to be and have no life eternal;
but in the way that never do they cease from change continual,
in this respect they live forever in a stable cycle.
 But hear my words; to learn augments the mind.        245
For as I said when I set forth my story's aims,
a double tale I'll tell. At one time one thing grew to be just one
from many, at another many grew from one to be apart,
fi re, water, earth and the unreached height of air,
and cursèd Strife apart from them, their match in every way,     250
and Love among them, equal in her size and in her breadth.
With mind regard Her, and sit not with eyes bedazed.
Even mortals hold that She's implanted in their joints;
through Her they think of love and do conjoining deeds,
naming Her ʻDelight' and ʻAphrodite' too.           255
No mortal man has learned that She revolves
among these things; but hear from me this truthful tale.
 For all these things are equal and alike in age,
but each rules separate domains, each has its haunts
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§n d¢ m°rei krat°ou!i periplom°noio xrÒnoio.   260 ix 20
ka‹ prÚ! to›! oÎt' êr t' §pig¤gnetai oÈd' épolÆgei:    B 17.30
e‡ te går §fye¤ronto diamper°!, oÈk ín ¶t' ∑!an.    a (i) 1
toËto d' §paujÆ!eie tÚ pçn t¤ ke, ka‹ pÒyen §lyÒn;
p∞i d¢ ke kéjapÒloito, §pe‹ t«nd' oÈd¢n §r∞mon;
éll' aÎt' §!tin taËta: di' éllÆlvn g̀e y°onta   265 ix 25
g¤gnetai êllote êlla ka‹ ±nek¢! afi¢n ımo›a.    a (i) 5 B 17.35 ||
éll' §n m¢n FilÒthti !unerxÒ]mey' efi! ßna kÒ̀!mon,
§n d' ÖExyrhi ge pãlin di°fu pl°]Òn' §j •nÚ! e‰nai,
§j œn pãny' ˜!a t' ∑n ˜!a t' §!y' ˜!a t' ¶!!et' Ùp¤!!v,   a (i) 8 | B 21.9
d°ndrea t' §blã!th!e ka‹ én°re! ±d¢ guna›ke!, ||  270  ix 30
y∞r°! t' ofivno¤ te ka‹ Ídatoyr°mmone! fixyË!     x 1
ka¤ te yeo‹ dolixa¤vne! tim∞i![i f°ri!toi.     a (ii) 2 B 21.12 ||
§]n t∞i d' é˝!!onta [diamp]èr¢! oÈd[amå lÆgei
p]u`kn∞i!in d¤nhi!̀[i  Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô™ ]t.[  Ó Ó
n]v`l`em°!, oÈd° po[t   Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ó  ,   275 x 5
poll]o‹ d' afi«ne! p̀rÒter[oi  Ô Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ó  ,    a (ii) 6
pr‹n] t̀oÊtvn met̀ab∞na`[i Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô™   | Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ó  : 
pã]nthi d' é˝!!òn`[t]à diam[per¢! oÈdamå lÆgei.
oÎ]te går ±°lio! t̀[. .(.)].n.[  Ô Ô™  , oÎte !elÆnh
ır]m∞<i> t∞ide g°̀mo`u`[!' ±d¢ fyinÊyou!' épolÆgei:   280 x 10
oÎ]te ti t«n êllvǹ [m°nei ¶mpedon oÈran«i ê!trvn,   a (ii) 11
él]l`å` metallã!!oǹ[t' é˝!!]e`i` kÊklvì [ëpanta.
dØ tÒ]te m¢n går ga›' é̀[b]ã`th y°ei ±el̀[¤ou te
!fa›ra], tÒ!hn dØ ka[¤ n]un §p' éndrã!i t[ekmÆra!yai:
Õ! d' a]Î̀tv! tãd[e p]ãnta di' éllÆlvn [proy°ou!in,  285 x 15
kêllo]u! t' êll' [·ka]ǹe` t`Òpou! plag[xy°nta ka‹ êllou!:   a (ii) 16
oÎ toi dØ] m`e`!ãtou! t̀' [efi!°]r̀xÒmey' ©n m̀[Ònon e‰nai.

261  êr t' (sc. ti): êrti SDE: êr SF  262–364  adest P   262  incipit P fr. a col. i   262  oÈk ín ¶t' ∑!an edd.: ]t`h!a[ P: 
oÈk°t' ín ∑!an S    263  §paujÆ!eie [Ar.] De Mel. Xen. Gorg. 2.8.975b10 cod. L, S: §pãrji! ‡e(to) [Ar.] cod. R    pçn t¤ SF: 
pant¤  [Ar.], SDE     ke SDE: om. SF: ka‹ [Ar.] cod. L: te ka‹ [Ar.] cod. R    ]y`ène`l`[ tantum P    264  ke kéjapÒloito edd.: ke 
ka‹ k∞ruj épÒloito SDE: ke k∞ruj épÒloito SF: ke k±japÒloito Diels    ]e`nerh̀[ tantum P    265  aÎt' ¶!tin SAld: aÈtã 
§!ti SDEF: [P]    g`e P (g potius quam t): d¢ S    266  ka‹ ±nek¢! SDE: dihnek¢! SF: ]! P     post 266 desinit S    267  éll' 
edd.: ka‹ Trépanier    !unerxÒ]mey' edd.: !unhrxÒ]mey' scripserim: ]mey' Pac: ]meÅnÄ Ppc2    ßna: enÅaÄ Ppc1: ene Pac  268  
d' ÖExyrhi edd.: d¢ KÒtvi Trépanier    269–72 (usque ad dolixa¤vne!) = Ar. Metaph. B 4.1000a29–32 (cf. fr. 21.9–12 Diels)    
269  ˜!a t' §!y' ˜!a Stephanus: ˜!a t' §!t‹ ˜!a Ar. ed. Ald.: ˜!a t' §!t‹n ˜!a Ar. codd. AbMVkC: ˜!a t' ∑n ˜!a Ar. cod. Vd: 
˜!a Ar. codd. EEsJEbJa: ]_!´!a P    ¶!!et' Ùp¤`!!v P: ¶!tai Ùp¤!!v Ar. codd. EEs: ¶!tai Ùp¤!v Ar. codd. JEbJaVdQcAld: ¶!tai 
Ar. codd. AbMVkC    

271 y¸hrÅeÄ! Ppc1: y¸hroi Pac    272  suppl. edd. e Simpl. Phys. 33, 159 (= fr. 21.12 Diels)    273  §]n t∞i edd.: pã]nthi 
Trépanier    277  §! ¶ynea mur¤a ynht«n Trépanier    279  t` vel p` ut opinor    post n pars sin. litt. incurvatae    -̀ne`[tai vel ¶`[xei 
temptavi   oÎte *    !elÆnh possis (Primavesi per litt.): !elÆnh! | ır]mÆ temptaveram

280  ır]m∞<i> possis (Primavesi per litt.): ır]mØ edd.    ±d¢ fyinÊyou!' épolÆgei *    281  *    282  é˝!!]èi` edd.: krat]è›` 
Trépanier    ëpanta *: èpãnthi edd.    283  dØ tÒ]te edd.: ka¤ po]te Trépanier    ga›(a) [éb]ã̀th Most ap. edd.: ga›(a) [Íp]ã̀th 
Trépanier    ±el̀[¤ou *: ±°l`[io! edd.: ±el`[¤oio Trépanier    284  !fa›ra edd.: pç!a Trépanier    tÒ!hn *, coll. fr. 21.14 D. 
(g¤gnetai élloivpã: tÒ!on (Diels: togon SDE) diå kr∞!i! éme¤bei): t' ˜!hn edd.: tÒ!' ∑n Trépanier    t[ekmÆra!yai edd.: 
t[hleyÒv!a Trépanier    285  proy°ou!in *: te y°e!ken edd. (cf. 286): y°ei afie¤ Trépanier   286  kêllo]u! edd.: êllo]u! 
Trépanier    êll[a ·ka]ǹe` edd.: êll[ote] ê`l`[la Trépanier: êll[ote ‡]à!`[i volui    ka‹ êllou! *: fid¤ou! te edd.: ßka!ta 
Trépanier    287  oÎ toi dØ *: aÈyãdh edd.: oÈ gãr pv edd. in comm., longius: êllote ín Trépanier    m`e`Å!Äatou! Ppc1: 
m`e`tatou! Pac    t`[e efi!e]r`xÒmey' *:  t`[e efi!h]r`xÒmey' edd.:  t`[e !une]r`xÒmen' ci. Trépanier    
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and lords it in its turn as time rolls round.           260
Beyond these nothing comes to be or perishes.
For if they died continually, no longer would they be.
What could increase this whole, and from what source?
How too could it be destroyed, since nothing lacks in these?
But these are what there is, and running through each other     265
they suffer change continual but always are alike.
In Love we come together in one world;
in Hatred many grew from one to be apart,
whence all that was, and is, and shall at some time be
blossomed as trees, as men, as women too,           270
as beasts, as birds, as fi sh that water rears,
as well as gods who ages live and greatest honours have. 
In Her they never cease to swirl in constant fl ux
with frequent whirlings . . .  . . .  . . .    . . .   . . .
relentlessly, and never do they cease . . .   . . .  . . .         275
But many ages previous must elapse . . .    . . .  . . .
before their motions alter . . .   . . .  . . .    . . .  . . .
They never cease in any way to swirl in constant fl ux.
The sun does not stay still, nor does the moon
in orbit cease to wax or cease to wane,            280
nor do the other stars stay fi xed in heaven;
they all move in a cycle, changing place.
At that time earth untrodden runs and the sun's orb,
as big as even now men have the power to vouch;
just so do all these things through one another race,          285
and, roaming, visit other places constantly;
we do not reach the middle place in union.
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éll' ˜t]è dØ Ne›kÒ! [t' énu]p°rbata b°n[ye' ·khtai
d[¤nh]!, §n d¢ m°!̀[hi] F[il]Òth! !tròfã`[liggi g°nhtai,
§n [t∞i] dØ tãde pãǹta !un°rxetai ©n [mÒnon e‰nai.  290 x 20
      !peË]d̀e d' ˜pv! mØ moËnon én' oÎata [mËyo! ·khtai,   a (ii) 21
±d°] meu émf‹! §Ò̀nta klÊvn [n]h̀mert[°a frãzeu:
de¤]j̀v !oi ka‹ én' ˆ!!' ·na me¤zoni !≈m̀[ati kÊrei
p]r«ton m¢n jÊnodÒn te diãptuj¤n t̀[e g̀en°ylh!,
˜`!`[!]a te nËn ¶ti loipå p°lei toÊtoio t[Òkoio:    295 
toË`to m¢n [ín] yhr«n Ùriplãgktvn êg̀[ria fËla,    a (ii) 26
toËto d' é[n' ényr≈]pv̀n d¤dumon fÊma, [toËto d' én' ênyevn
=izofÒrvn g°̀nnhma ka‹ émpelobãm[ona bÒtrun.
      §k t«n éceud∞ kÒmi!ai fren‹ de¤gmata m[Êyvn:   a (ii) 29
ˆcei går jÊnodÒn te diãptuj¤n te gen°ylh̀[!  || 300  x 30
Ne¤keo! e·neken ¶rga di]ã̀ktora mh[tiÒv!a!.    xi 1
toËto m¢n ím brot°vn mel°vn éride¤keton ˆgkon:    c 2 | B 20.1
êllote m¢n FilÒthti !unerxÒmey' efi! ©n ëpanta
gu›a, tå !«ma l°logxe b¤ou yãll̀onto! §n ékm∞i,
êllote d' aÔte kak∞i!i diatmhy°nt' §r¤de!!in   305 c 5
plãzetai êndix' ßka!ta per‹ =hgm›ni b¤oio.     B 20.5
…! <d'> aÎtv! yãmnoi!i ka‹ fixyÊ!in Ídromelãyroi!
yhr!¤ t' Ùreilex°e!!in fid¢ pterobãmo!i kÊmbai!    c 7 B 20.7 ||
[g¤gnetai,   Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ó     xi 9
[ Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  |  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô   | Ó Ó ]   310
[ Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  |  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô   | Ó Ó ]   
[ Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  |  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô   | Ó Ó ]   
  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  |  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô   | Ó   ]m`i`[    xi 13 f (i) 1
  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  |  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô        ±]x≈    
  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  |  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô   | Ó Ó]   315 xi 15
  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  |  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô   | Ó Ó]   
  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  |  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô   | Ó   ]!i   
  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  |  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô   | Ó   ]ài`   318 xi 18 f (i) 6

 desunt versus 319-30

288  t' énu]p°rbata Pierris, quod probat Primavesi: m¢n Í]perbatå edd.    289  d[{e}¤nh]! P, quod suppl. et corr. edd. 
e fr. 35.3–4    292  frãzeu *, ut iam Primavesi: d°rkeu edd.    293  ˆ!!' sc. ˆ!!e    296  êg̀[ria fËla *: ég`[rÒter' e‡dh edd.    
297  d' én' ênyevn *: d¢ yãmnvn edd. in comm.: d' én' égr«n edd.    

300  signum in marg. sin. versum 300 indicat    versum memorat Simpl. Phys. 161,20, ut agnoverat Gallavotti    juno-
don P: !ÊnodÒn Simpl.    gen°ylh̀[! edd.: geneylh̀[ P: gen°!yai a‡h! Simpl.    301–7  P fr. c huc collocavi   siquis jÊnodon 
aliquid confi cere posse negaverit, v. 236 conferat (tØn m¢n går pãntvn jÊnodo! t¤ktei t' Ùl°kei te)    301  Ne¤keo! e·neken 
* (¶xyei Ne¤keo! brevius est)    mh[tio≈!a! possis (Primavesi per litt.): mh[tiÒv!an scripseram: mh[t¤!a!yai edd.    302–8 = 
fr. 20 Diels = S (Simpl. Phys. 1124, 12 sqq. [siglum S cum codd. AFM superscriptis])    302  toËto Diels: toËton S (alterum o 
in ras. hab. S cod. A1): [P]   ím brot°vn Bollack: ín brot°vn SAF: émbrot°rvn SM: [P]    303  !un]erxÒmey' edd. e  Pac: 
!unerxÒmen' S: ]erxomeÅǹÄ Ppc2    304  !«ma SA: !≈mata SFM: [P]    yal°yonto! SAM: yal°onto! SF: ]l̀o`_u´nto![ P (o` 
vel e`), i.e. yãl]l̀o`nto! Ppc ut opinor (u del. P1 u.v.): yh]l`o`Ënto! edd.    305  deest P    §r¤de!!in *: §r¤de!in SF: §r¤de!!i 
SAld: §r¤de!i SA: §rgid°!io! SM    306  êndix' S cod. A1: d¤x' SAF: êndex' SM: [P]    per‹ =hgm›ni SAld: per‹r=hgm›ni 
SA: per‹ =hgm∞ni SM: per‹ =hgmÆne!i SF: ]rh[ tantum P   307  <d'>  Karsten    Ídromelãyroi! SAF: -ãkroi! SM: [P]    308  
yhr!¤ t'  SAM: yer!¤ te SF: [P]    Ùreilex°e!!in Schneider, cf. fr. 127,1 Diels: Ùreimel°e!!in SAM: rhmel°e!!in SF: [P]    fid¢ 
pterobãmo!i SA: ±d¢ pterobã!i SM: ]e`ro`[ P: ±d°per SF    post 308 defi ciunt PS    309  *    

313–18  P fr. f col. i huc collocavi    314  *    

*g
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But whensoever Hatred to the vortex' utmost depths
arrives, and Love arises in the whirlwind's midst,
in Her then all these things unite to be just one.          290
 Strive so my words reach not your ears alone,
and as you hear from me true facts take note:
I'll put before your eyes how She augments
with larger form life's union and increase,
and all that still remain of this creation,            295
fi rst in the wild tribes of beasts that roam the hills,
then in the double race of man, then in the fruits
of rooted plants and grapes that mount the vine.
 From these take in your mind proofs truthful of my words.
You'll see life's union and increase,             300
because of Hate, wreak deeds of separation.
This fi rst the mass of mortal limbs makes clear;
at one time we unite in Love with all
the limbs that bodies have when life is blossoming;
another time again, split up by evil Strife,           305
they wander each apart amid life's breakers.
Just so it is for plants, and water-dwelling fi sh,
and beasts that sleep on hills, and fowls that mount on wings.     308

 5 verses on dissolution lost or damaged

 . . .  . . .   . . .  . . .  . . .   . . .  . . . echo             314

 16 verses on dissolution lost or damaged
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        || 330 xi 30 
ên]d¤x' ép' éllÆlv[n] p̀e!°`[ei]ǹ ka‹ p`[Òt]m̀on §pi!pe`›n   xii 1
pÒ]ll' éekazom°n[o]i!in é[na]gka[¤h! Ï]p̀o lugr∞!   d 2
!h]po[m]°̀noi!: Fil¤hn d' §[rat]Ø̀n` [≤m›]ǹ nun ¶xou!in
ër]p`uiai yanãtoio pãloi!̀ [≥dh par°!]ontai.
o‡moi ˜t' oÈ prÒ!yen me di≈le!e nhl°e! ∑mar,   335 xii 5 | B 139.1
pr‹n xhla›! !x°tli' ¶rga borç! p°ri mht¤!a!yai:    d 6 B 139.2 ||
nËn d]¢ mãth[n toÊ]tvi ge nÒt̀[vi kat°d]èu!a pareiã!.
§jik]n`eÊme[ya gå]r̀ polubeny`[°a d›non], Ù˝v,
mur¤a t' oÈk] §y°lou!i par°!!e[tai êlg]èa yum«i
ényr≈poi!. ≤]me›! d¢ lÒgvn §pib[Æ!om]ey' aÔyi!   340 xii 10
ke¤nvn. ıppÒt]e dØ !unetÊgxane f[log]mÚ! éteirÆ!   d 11
pç!in ëm' éllÆlo]ì! énãgvn p[o]lupÆm[on]a kr∞!in,
dØ tÒte ka‹ tå z«i]à futãlmia tekn≈ỳ[h]!̀an 
pant‹ trÒpvi, t«n n]Ë̀n ¶ti le¤cana d°rketai ÉH̀≈!.
ıppÒt`[e dÆ g' afiyØr mixy]è‹`! tÒpon §!xãtiò[n b]∞i,   345 xii 15  f (ii) 1
dØ tÒ[t' én°ptont' ofivno‹ kla]g̀g`∞i ka‹ é#t∞i    d 16 
ye!pe[!¤hi: tå d' Ípa‹ ga¤h! keuy]m̀«na laxÒnta
xÒr`[tou! t' §jeg°nonto, ˜phi e‡l]uto p°ri xy≈n.
…! d' [ıpÒtan Ô Ô™  |  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  ]. .[   Ó Ó     d 19 f (ii) 5
xal[keÁ!   Ó Ô Ô™  |  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô   | Ó Ó    350 xii 20
aide`[ Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  |  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô   | Ó Ó  
t`h[ Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  |  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô   | Ó Ó ,     f (ii) 8
[…! d' aÎtv! Ô Ô™  |  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ô Ô   | Ó Ó ].   

331–349  P fr. d huc collocavi    333  !h]po[m]°̀noi! West ap. edd.   333 d(¢) [§rat]Ø̀n` [≤m›]n` Primavesi per litt.: d¢ [ka‹ 
E]Î`n`[o¤h]ǹ edd.    334  ≥dh Primavesi per litt.: ≤m›n edd.    335–6 = fr. 139 Diels (Porph. De abst. II 31.5)   335 o‡moi ˜t' Porph. 
(sc. ˜ti): ]m̀oi Å·oti·Ä Ppc2: ]m`oi!t Pac    336  xhla›!̀ $!xe¸t̀li' ¶rga bor`$ç! p°ri P: !x°tli' ¶rga borç! p°ri xe¤le!i Porph.    
337  toÊ]tvi ge *: ]tvi ge Ppc1: §n] t«ide edd. e Pac, breviores   nÒto! umorem signifi cat lacrimarum, cf. Aesch. Ag. 1391, 
ubi pluvia DiÚ! nÒto! vocatur    338  §jik]n`eÊme[ya *: §jik]ǹoÊme[ya suppl. edd. e P

340   §pib[Æ!om]ey' ap. Pac rest. edd.: §pib[Æ!om]eÅ·n·Ä Ppc2: <!'> §pib[Æ!om]eÅnÄ edd.     342  pç!in ëm' éllÆlo]ì! 
*    ]i` legi (hasta directa): ]v` edd.    kr∞!in *, cf. fr. 21,4 (diãkri!i! et diãkra!i! codd. Simplicii) et fr. 22,7 (kr¤!ei codd. Sim-
plicii): kra!in P    343  dØ tÒte ka‹ tå *    344  pant‹ trÒpvi, t«n *: t«n ka‹ edd.    345–8  poeta dicit animalia nasci alia aliis 
elementis alibi dominantibus; ubi enim ignis locum extremum occupavit, aves natae sunt quae magno strepitu in aere volant, 
bestiae tamen quae latibulum habitant ubi terra circumvoluta est (cf. Aët. 5. 19. 5, t«n d¢ z≈ivn pãntvn tå g°nh diakriy∞nai 
diå tå! poiå! krã!ei!, tå m¢n ofikeiot°ran efi! tÚ Ïdvr tØn ırmØn ¶xein, tå d¢ efi! é°ra énapt∞nai, ˜!' ín pur«de! ¶xhi tÚ 
pl°on, tå d¢ barÊtera efi! tØn g∞n, tå d¢ fi!Òmoira t∞i krã!ei ~pç!i to›! y≈raji pefvnhk°nai~, = fr. A 31 D.–K.): nec de 
Tartaro nec de lemuribus loquitur, ut censuerunt edd.

345–52  P fr. f col. ii huc collocavi    345  ıppÒt̀[e edd.    dÆ g' afiyØr * (ıppÒt̀[an ±l°ktvr longius est)    mixy]e`‹`! 
*: e`fi`! edd.    §!xãtio`[n b]∞i suppl. edd. ap. Pac: §!xãtio`[n Å·b]∞n·Ä probant edd. e Ppc2:  §!xati≈̀[t]ÅhnÄ tempt. edd.    346  
én°ptont' ofivno‹ *    kla]g`g`∞i legi (g` pars extr. dext.): klag]g̀∞i edd.    347  ye!pe[!¤hi * post edd.    tå d' Ípa‹ ga¤h! 
*     keuy]m̀«na edd. in comm.: ÖAth! lei]m`«na edd.    348  xÒr`[tou! * (xÒr̀[toi et xÒr̀[ton breviores sunt)    t' §jeg°nonto, 
˜phi * (de hiatu cf. v. 264): etiam t' §gg¤gnontai, ˜phi possis (Primavesi per litt.): t' §ggegãa!in ˜phi vel §mpefÊa!in ˜phi 
breviores sunt    e‡l]uto * e Pac: a]ÔÅ·`te·Ä edd. e Ppc2: si librarius EIAUTO perperam scripserat, ratio correcturae intelligi 
potest    349  *    vest. ii litt. sup. lin. manu altera scripta intra puncta sunt   350  *    353  …! d' aÎtv! vel oÏtv vel À! *
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. . .   . . .   . . . that at life s̓ end the limbs of all          330
fall from each other apart and meet their fate,
much though we will it not, from grim necessity,
as we decay. Though beauteous Love may hold us now,
the harpies with death's lots will come for us.
Woe that some ruthless day did not destroy me fi rst,        335
before I used my claws to wreak dread deeds for food!
Now to no end my cheeks I wet with tears.
For we shall reach the unplumbed gyre, I fear,
and though men wish it not they'll have uncounted pains. 
But we'll embark once more upon our tale.           340
When once the tireless fl ame did chance upon
all things, and caused their painful intermixture,
then creatures too progenitive were born 
in every way, whose remnants still the dawn beholds.
When aither mixed did reach the utmost edge,          345
then birds fl ew up with shrieks and cries
tumultuous, but beasts, whose lot is lairs in earth
and grass, were born where earth was swathed around.
As when . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .   . . .
a smith  . . .  . . .   . . .  . . .  . . .   . . .  . . .,            350

 2 damaged verses about a smith inlaying one metal on another

just so the elements appear in different beasts.          353
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toËto m¢n §n kÒgxai!i yala!!onÒmoi! barun≈toi!    xii 24 | B 76.1
±d' §n pe]t̀r`a¤o`i!i ka[lÊmma!i, toËto d¢ p¤nai!:   355 b 1 —
¶ny' ˆcei x̀yÒna xrvtÚ! Íp°rtata naietãou!an.     B 76.3
y≈rhj d' aÔ]t̀e kratain[≈]tvn è[l¤vn te pagoÊrvn,    —
na‹ mØn khrÊkvn ge liyorr¤nvn xelÊvn te     xii 28 B 76.2
ˆ!traka, ka]‹̀ m`e`l`¤̀a`i` k`era«n §lã[fvn Ùriplãgktvn.   b 5 —
éll' oÈk ín tel°!aim]ì l°gvn !Êm̀[panta g°neyla.  || 360 xii 30 —
…]!` d' ıpÒ[tan Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ó ,     e 1
§]j` œn dh[ Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ó ,    xiii 2
±]d' aÈth̀[ Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ó   
.(.)]men[  Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™ | Ó Ô Ô™  | Ó Ó    364 xiii 4 e 4

 defi cit papyrus
        || 390 xiii 30

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor Richard Janko

First in the whelks with heavy backs that graze the sea
and in their stony mantles, then in oysters –          355
there you will see earth dwelling on the top of fl esh.
Again, the armour-plate of strong-backed sea-crabs,
also the stone-skinned conches' and the tortoises' shells,
and spears of hornèd deer that roam the hills.
But listing all such creatures I'd not end.          360
As when . . .  . . .   . . .  . . .  . . .   . . .,
from which . . .  . . .   . . .  . . .  . . .   . . .,
and this . . .  . . .   . . .  . . .  . . .   . . .,
. . .  . . .   . . .  . . .  . . .   . . .  . . .  . . .            364

  papyrus breaks off

354, 356, 358 = fr. 76 Diels (Plut. Mor. 618B et 927F)   354  v. non habet Plut. Mor. 927F     yala!!onÒmoi! (non -mou!) 
Plut. Mor. 618B: -mvn Diels    355–60   P fr. b huc collocavi    355  ka[lÊmma!i, toËto d¢ p¤nai! *    356–8  Plut. utroque 
loco v. 358 ante v. 356 collocat    357  è[l¤vn te pagoÊrvn edd. in comm.    358  na‹ Plut.: ka‹ Xylander    ge P: te Plut.    
liyorr¤nvn Plut.: liyori- P    xelÊvn Plut. Mor. 618B: xelvn«n Plut. Mor. 927F: x`[ P    359  ˆ!traka, ka]‹̀ *    Ùriplãgktvn 
*, cf. 296    360  éll(å) oÈk ín tel°!aim]ì rest. edd.    g°neyla *   361–4    P fr. e huc collocavi
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Fig. 1. Proposed layout of the fragments of P. Strasb. gr. Inv. 1665–6 (Empedocles), cols. ix–xiii (part 1).
Photo et Coll. de la Bibliothèque Nationale et Universitaire de Strasbourg
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Fig. 1. Proposed layout of the fragments of P. Strasb. gr. Inv. 1665–6 (Empedocles), cols. ix–xiii (part 2).
Photo et Coll. de la Bibliothèque Nationale et Universitaire de Strasbourg
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Fig. 1. Proposed layout of the fragments of P. Strasb. gr. Inv. 1665–6 (Empedocles), cols. ix–xiii (part 3; parts 2 and 3 over-
lap). Photo et Coll. de la Bibliothèque Nationale et Universitaire de Strasbourg
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P. Strasb. gr. Inv. 1665–6 (Empedocles) cols. xii–xiii (frr. b, d, e and f); R. Janko, pp. 00–00
Photo et Coll. de la Bibliothèque Nationale et Universitaire de Strasbourg


